Device Search

Search All

Advanced Search

IP: Location: 2620
DNS: Description: 2924XLv
Vendor: cisco Model: 295024
Layer: OS: 295048T
sysName: Exact Match: catalyst type 12.0(5.2)
Match: ios version 12.1(2)T
Scope: Match Any 12.1(22)
* and ? are wildcards. Non–exact assumes you want *search*
Match All 12.2(25)

Specific Searches

- Broken Topology Links
- IP Phones discovered through SNMP
- Devices without DNS entries
- Device Aliases (IPs) without DNS entries
- Devices orphaned by missing topology info
- Device Ports with multiple nodes attached.
- Device Ports that are blocking.
- Ports Administratively disabled

Hints

- Matches on DNS or IP may be matching aliases inside those devices. Check inside the device for the matching entries.
- If you want to find blank entries, search on "is null" or conversely "is not null"
- You can select multiple for Model, Vendor, Layer, and OS by holding down CTRL as click.
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